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Abstract
The general Lagrangian for maximal supergravity in five spacetime dimen-
sions is presented with vector potentials in the 27 and tensor fields in the
27 representation of E6(6). This novel tensor-vector system is subject to an
intricate set of gauge transformations, describing 3(27 − t) massless helic-
ity degrees of freedom for the vector fields and 3t massive spin degrees of
freedom for the tensor fields, where the (even) value of t depends on the
gauging. The kinetic term of the tensor fields is accompanied by a unique
Chern-Simons coupling which involves both vector and tensor fields. The
Lagrangians are completely encoded in terms of the embedding tensor which
defines the E6(6) subgroup that is gauged by the vectors. The embedding
tensor is subject to two constraints which ensure the consistency of the com-
bined vector-tensor gauge transformations and the supersymmetry of the
full Lagrangian. This new formulation encompasses all possible gaugings.
1 Introduction
Maximal supergravities without gauging can be formulated on the basis of different
field representations via tensor dualities which convert antisymmetric tensor fields of
rank p into tensor fields of rank D − p− 2. The choice of the field representation has
implications for the symmetry group of the Lagrangian, but not of the field equations.
Therefore this issue has a bearing on the introduction of possible gauge interactions
associated with a nontrivial gauge group, as this group should be embedded into the
symmetry group of the Lagrangian. In fact the situation is even more subtle, as gauge
interactions with charged ‘matter’ fields may be incompatible with other independent
gauge invariances that these fields may be subject to.
In five spacetime dimensions vector and tensor gauge fields are dual to one another
in the absence of charges. The ungauged maximal supergravity Lagrangian is described
in terms of vector fields transforming according to the 27 representation of E6(6) [1],
where the presence of an abelian Chern-Simons term forms an obstacle to dualizing all
vectors into tensor gauge fields. Obviously, a partial dualization destroys the manifest
E6(6) invariance of the Lagrangian. When switching on a gauging, the corresponding
gauge fields transform according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group.
The dimension of the gauge group is usually less than 27, so that there are vector
fields that do not belong to this adjoint representation. When these gauge fields carry
charges that cannot be incorporated into a central extension of the gauge algebra,
then the gauging can only exist provided these fields can be converted to charged
tensor fields. The corresponding tensor field Lagrangians have a kinetic term linear
in spacetime derivatives and proportional to a five-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor,
which allows a minimal coupling to gauge fields and a possible mass term. Indeed, this
option was exploited in [2], where the gauging of maximal five-dimensional supergravity
with the 15-dimensional gauge groups SO(q, 6 − q) was constructed. In that case
there are 12 massive charged tensor fields, transforming in the (6, 2) representation of
SO(q, 6− q)× SL(2,R). Prior to that work a similar situation had already been noted
in seven spacetime dimensions [3] (see also [4]).
The above seems to imply that, in five spacetime dimensions, a gauging cannot just
be effected by switching on the gauge charges, as the field representation must first be
suitably adapted. This feature has hampered a general analysis of all possible gaugings.
One of the central results of this paper is a new formulation of five-dimensional maximal
supergravity that is sufficiently flexible to incorporate all necessary field representations
from the start, thus enabling a general analysis of all possible gaugings. So far, the
known gaugings [2, 5, 6] comprise the SO(q, 6− q) gaugings, contractions thereof, and
gaugings induced by reduction from higher-dimensional supergravities (although few of
those have been discussed in detail). In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence
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the SO(6) gauging received most attention.
Beyond these typical five-dimensional issues, one must address the modification of
the Lagrangian with masslike terms and a scalar potential. These new couplings are
encoded in the so-called T -tensor [7], and recently it was demonstrated how viable
gaugings can be investigated by means of a group-theoretical analysis of this T -tensor
[6, 8, 9]. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how this analysis leads to a
completely general treatment of all maximal gauged supergravities, using the new for-
mulation of the Lagrangian mentioned above. This formulation is based on vector fields
and tensor fields transforming in the 27 and 27 representations of E6(6), respectively,
and this combined system of vector and tensor fields is subject to both vector and ten-
sor gauge invariances encoded in the same embedding tensor that determines the gauge
group and the T -tensor. This intricate gauge invariance guarantees that the combined
system describes always 81 degrees of freedom, as required by supersymmetry. The
embedding tensor is treated as a spurionic object which transforms under E6(6), which
makes it amenable to a group-theoretical analysis. The Lagrangian remains formally
E6(6) invariant until the embedding tensor is frozen to a constant. The embedding
tensor is subject to two constraints: it must belong to the 351 representation of E6(6),
and the 27 + 1728 representation contained in its square should cancel. For any em-
bedding tensor that satisfies these constraints there exists a consistent supersymmetric
and gauge invariant Lagrangian.
The relation between the embedding tensor and the T -tensor involves the represen-
tative of the E6(6)/USp(8) coset space that is parametrized by the scalar fields. Here
we use the standard treatment of gauged nonlinear sigma models in which the group
USp(8) is realized as a local invariance which acts on the spinor fields and the scalars;
the corresponding connections are composite fields. A gauging is based on a group
Gg ⊂ E6(6) whose connections are (some of the) elementary vector gauge fields of the
supergravity theory. The coupling constant associated with the gauge group Gg will
be denoted by g. One can impose a gauge condition with respect to the local USp(8)
invariance which amounts to fixing a coset representative for the coset space. In that
case the E6(6)-symmetries will act nonlinearly on the fields and these nonlinearities
make many calculations intractable or, at best, very cumbersome. Because it is much
more convenient to work with symmetries that are realized linearly, the best strategy
is therefore to postpone the gauge fixing till the end.
The new Lagrangian based on the combined vector-tensor gauge invariance and
its supersymmetry transformations are universal in the sense that they will take the
same form irrespective of the gauging. All the details of the gauging are encoded into
the embedding tensor and the quantities related to it. Once the group-theoretical
constraints on the embedding tensor are satisfied, it is guaranteed that the gauging
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is consistent with supersymmetry. Hence our results encompass all possible maximal
supergravity theories in five dimensions.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the embedding tensor
and the constraints it must satisfy. This analysis motivates the new formulation of the
Lagrangian with the combined vector-tensor system, which is presented in section 3. In
section 4 we define the T -tensor and derive the consequences of the group-theoretical
constraints. This requires a detailed discussion of the characteristic features of the
E6(6)/USp(8) coset space. In section 5 we discuss the Lagrangian and the supersym-
metry transformation rules, up to higher-order fermion terms. Finally, in section 6 we
analyze a number of examples pertaining to known and new gaugings, and in section 7
we present our concluding remarks.
2 The embedding tensor
The (abelian) vector fields Aµ
M transform in a representation 27 of E6(6) with gen-
erators denoted by (tα)M
N , so that δAµ
M = −Λα(tα)NM AµN . The gauge group is
a subgroup of E6(6) so that the generators XM are decomposable in terms of the 78
independent E6(6)-generators tα, i.e.,
XM = ΘM
α tα , (2.1)
where α = 1, 2, . . . , 78 and M = 1, 2, . . . , 27. The gauging is thus encoded in a real
embedding tensor ΘM
α assigned to the 27 × 78 representation of E6(6). The embed-
ding tensor acts as a projector whose rank s equals the dimension of the gauge group
(not counting abelian gauge fields corresponding to a central extension of the gauge
algebra, as we will discuss in due course). The strategy of this paper is to treat the
embedding tensor as a spurionic object that transforms under E6(6), so that the La-
grangian and transformation rules remain formally E6(6) covariant. The embedding
tensor can then be characterized group-theoretically. When freezing ΘM
α to a con-
stant, the E6(6)-invariance is broken. An admissible embedding tensor is subject to a
linear and a quadratic constraint, which ensure that one is dealing with a proper sub-
group of E6(6) and that the corresponding supergravity action remains supersymmetric.
These constraints are derived in the first subsection. The second subsection describes
a number of implications of these constraints, while a third subsection presents some
of the results in a convenient basis.
2.1 The constraints on the embedding tensor
The fact that the XM generate a group and thus define a Lie algebra,
[XM , XN ] = fMN
P XP , (2.2)
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with fMN
P the as yet unknown structure constants of the gauge group, implies that
the embedding tensor must satisfy the closure condition,
ΘM
αΘN
β fαβ
γ = fMN
P ΘP
γ . (2.3)
Here the fαβ
γ denote the structure constants of E6(6), according to [tα, tβ] = fαβ
γ tγ.
The closure condition implies that the structure constants fMN
P satisfy the Jacobi
identities in the subspace projected by the embedding tensor,
f[MN
Q fP ]Q
RΘR
α = 0 . (2.4)
Once the gauge group is specified, one introduces covariant derivatives given by
Dµ = ∂µ − g AµM XM , (2.5)
where g denotes the gauge coupling constant. They lead to the covariant field strengths,
ΘM
αFµνM = ΘMα(∂µAνM − ∂νAµM − g fNPM AµN AνP ) . (2.6)
The gauge field transformations are given by
ΘM
α δAµ
M = ΘM
α (∂µΛ
M − g fNPM AµN ΛP ) . (2.7)
Because of the contraction with the embedding tensor, the above results only apply
to an s-dimensional subset of the gauge fields; the remaining ones do not appear in
the covariant derivatives and are not directly involved in the gauging. However, the
s gauge fields that do appear in the covariant derivatives, are only determined up to
additive terms linear in the 27−s gauge fields that vanish upon contraction with ΘMα.
While the gauge fields involved in the gauging should transform in the adjoint rep-
resentation of the gauge group, the gauge field charges should also coincide with XM
in the 27 representation. Therefore (XM)N
P must decompose into the adjoint repre-
sentation of the gauge group plus possible extra terms which vanish upon contraction
with the embedding tensor,
(XM)N
P ΘP
α ≡ ΘMβ tβNP ΘP α = −fMNP ΘP α . (2.8)
Note that (2.8) is the analogue of (2.3) in the 27 representation. The combined con-
ditions (2.3) and (2.8) imply that Θ is invariant under the gauge group and yield the
E6(6)-covariant condition
CMN
α ≡ fβγαΘMβ ΘNγ + tβNP ΘMβ ΘP α = 0 . (2.9)
Obviously CMN
α can be assigned to irreducible E6(6) representations contained in
the 27×27×78 representation. The condition (2.9) encompasses all previous results:
it implies that
[XM , XN ] = −XMNP XP , (2.10)
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so that (2.9) implies a closed gauge algebra, whose structure constants, related to
XMN
P in accord with (2.8), have the required antisymmetry. Hence (2.9) is indeed
sufficient for defining a proper subgroup embedding.1
The embedding tensor satisfies a second constraint, which is required by super-
symmetry. This constraint is linear and restricts the embedding tensor to the 351
representation [6]. From
27× 78 = 27+ 351+ 1728 , (2.11)
one shows that this condition on the representation implies the equations,
tαM
N ΘN
α = 0 , (tβt
α)M
N ΘN
β = −2
3
ΘM
α , (2.12)
where the index α is raised by the inverse of the E6(6)-invariant metric ηαβ = tr(tαtβ).
As a result of this constraint, the representation content of CMN
α can be further
restricted. From (2.12) one can derive the following equations,
tαN
P CMP
α = 0 , (tβ t
α)N
P CMP
β = −2
3
CMN
α , tαM
P CPN
α = tαN
P CPM
α . (2.13)
They imply that CMN
α belongs to representations contained in 27 × 351. On the
other hand, the product of two Θ-tensors belongs to the symmetric product of two 351
representations. Comparing the decomposition of these two products2,
(351× 351)s = 27+ 1728+ 351′ + 7722+ 17550 + 34398 ,
27× 351 = 27+ 1728+ 351 + 7371 , (2.14)
one deduces that CMN
α belongs to the 27+ 1728 representation.
Summarizing, a consistent gauging is defined by an embedding tensor ΘM
α satis-
fying the linear constraint (2.12) together with the quadratic constraint (2.9) with the
E6(6) representation content, (
P27 + P1728
)
Θ = 0 ,(
P
27
+ P1728
)
ΘΘ = 0 . (2.15)
2.2 Some implications of the embedding tensor constraints
Because (tα)M
N is an E6(6)-invariant tensor, it follows that XMN
P transforms in the
351 representation of E6(6), just as the embedding tensor. Furthermore the product of
1Note that for an abelian gauge group we have XMN
PΘP
α = 0. Using (2.12) this leads to
tr(XM XN ) = 0.
2We used the LiE package [10] for computing the decompositions of tensor products and the
branching of representations.
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three 27 representations contains a singlet representation, associated with a symmetric
E6(6)-invariant tensor dMNP . The same is true for the conjugate representation, so that
there exists also a symmetric invariant tensor dMNP . Hence it follows that XMN
P
satisfies the following properties,
XMN
N = XNM
N = 0 , XM(N
RdPQ)R = 0 = XMN
(PdQR)N . (2.16)
By writing XMN
P = X(MN)
P + X[MN ]
P , it seems that one can decompose the tensor
XMN
P into two representations, while, on the other hand, we know that XMN
P must
belong to a single irreducible representation. Therefore both the symmetric and the
antisymmetric components should be proportional to the same tensor transforming in
the 351 representation. This is confirmed by the fact that the 27 representation yields
a 351 representation when multiplied with either the symmetric or the antisymmetric
product of two 27 representations,
27× (27× 27)s = 27× (27+ 351′) = 351+ 27+ 27 + 351′ + 1728+ 7722 ,
27× (27× 27)a = 27× 351 = 351+ 27+ 1728+ 7371 . (2.17)
Therefore we can construct two contractions of XMN
P with invariant tensors yielding a
tensor ZMN that must be antisymmetric so that it transforms in the 351 representation.
In both cases we should find the same tensor, i.e.,
XPQ
M dNPQ = ZMN ,
2XPQ
T dPRMdQSNdRST = Z
MN . (2.18)
We observe that the antisymmetry in [MN ] of the first equation of (2.18) follows also
from (2.16). Possible additional proportionality factors in (2.18) can be absorbed into
the invariant tensors dMNP and d
MNP . Using (2.16) can show that the factors in (2.18)
are consistent provided that we choose the relative normalizations of the two tensors
such that
dMPQ d
NPQ = δM
N . (2.19)
Because the symmetric product of four 27 representations contains precisely one 27
representation, we deduce another identity,
dS(MN dPQ)T d
STR = 2
15
δR(M dNPQ) . (2.20)
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Contraction with additional invariant tensors yields a number of other useful identities.3
With these results one can derive the inverse relations of (2.18),
X(MN)
P = dMNQ Z
PQ , X[MN ]
P = 10 dMQS dNRT d
PQRZST . (2.21)
A number of important identities quadratic in the embedding tensor can also be
derived. The first one concerns the expression ZMNΘN
α. This tensor transforms in
the representation, 27 × 78 = 27 + 351 + 1728, and can be compared to the square
of the embedding tensor, which yields the representations listed in the first equation
(2.14). The only representation they have in common, however, is the 27 + 1728,
which vanishes because of the constraint (2.9). Therefore, we conclude,
ZMN ΘN
α = 0 , ZMN XN = 0 , (2.22)
where, in the second equation, XM is taken in an arbitrary representation. Along the
same lines, we can consider the contraction XMN
[P ZQ]N . From the second branching of
(2.17), we readily deduce that this tensor should belong to the 351+27+1728+7371
representation. Comparing these representations to those generated by the square of
the embedding tensor (c.f. the first equation (2.14)) we note that the only representa-
tions they have in common are again the ones which are set to zero by the constraint
(2.9). Hence the tensor ZMN is invariant under the gauge group,
XMN
[P ZQ]N = 0 . (2.23)
The reasoning that led to (2.22) and (2.23) can be applied to show that we are in
fact dealing with equivalent forms of the quadratic closure constraint (2.9), at least
for embedding tensors that are restricted to the 351 representation. We list three
equivalent forms of the quadratic constraint,
XMP
RXNR
Q −XNPRXMRQ +XMNRXRPQ = 0 ,
ZMN XN = 0 ,
XMN
[P ZQ]N = 0 . (2.24)
In the next section we will use the tensor X[MN ]
P as an extension of the gauge group
structure constants fMN
P , which satisfies the Jacobi identity up to terms proportional
3The following identities proved convenient:
dMRS d
SPT dTNU d
URQ = 110 δ(MN)
(PQ) − 25 dMNR dPQR ,
dMPS d
SQT dTRU d
UPV dV QW d
WRN = − 310 δMN .
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to Z. From (2.10) and some of the previous identities one derives,
X[MN ]
P X[QP ]
R +X[QM ]
P X[NP ]
R +X[NQ]
P X[MP ]
R
=
{
dSPQX[MN ]
P + 2 dSP [M dN ]QO Z
OP
}
ZSR
= dSP [QXMN ]
P ZSR . (2.25)
As the right-hand side vanishes upon contraction with the embedding tensor ΘR
α,
we see that the X[MN ]
P satisfy the Jacobi identity in the subspace projected by the
embedding tensor, just as the gauge group structure constants (c.f. (2.4)).
2.3 A special E6(6) basis
Let us now consider a basis for the vector fields such that all the nonzero components
of the 78 vectors Θα cover an s-dimensional subspace parametrized by the gauge fields
Aµ
M with M = 1, . . . , s and s ≤ 27. In this basis XMNP can be written in triangular
form,
XM =
(−fM aM
0 bM
)
, (2.26)
where the s × s upper-left diagonal block coincides with the gauge group structure
constants and the contribution of the submatrices aM and bM vanish in the product
(XM)N
PΘP
α. The lower-left s× (27− s) block vanishes as a result of (2.8). It is easy
to see that aM and bM cannot both be zero. If that were the case, we would have
fMN
P = −XMNP , which is antisymmetric in M and N . Hence,
ΘN
α tαM
P = −ΘMα tαNP . (2.27)
Contracting this result by (tβ)P
M leads to tα t
β Θα = −Θβ which is in contradiction
with the representation constraint (2.12).
Let us now refine this choice of basis and consider some of the results of the pre-
vious subsection. In this special E6(6) basis the components of a vector VM belonging
to the 27 representation are decomposed as VM = (VA, Va, Vu), where A = 1, . . . , s,
a = s + 1, . . . , 27 − t and u = 28 − t, . . . , 27, where the only nonvanishing compo-
nents of ΘM
α are ΘA
α and therefore the XMN
P are nonzero only if M = A. Cor-
respondingly we decompose the vector V M transforming in the 27 representation as
V M = (V A, V a, V u). Obviously the tensor ZMN vanishes whenever M or N are equal
to A,B, . . . in view of (2.22) and the distinction between indices a, b, . . . and u, v, . . .
is due to the fact that we assume that only Zuv is nonvanishing. Hence, V a and V u
span the subspace orthogonal to ΘM
α and VA and Va span the subspace orthogonal to
Zuv. Consequently, the number t of indices u, v must be even. From (2.21), (2.22) and
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(2.23), it follows that XAN
P has a block decomposition, which goes beyond (2.26) (row
and column indices are denoted by B, b, v and C, c, w, respectively),
XAN
P =


−fABC hABc CABw
0 0 CAb
w
0 0 DAv
w

 , (2.28)
where we note the following relations,
h(AB)
c = f(AB)
C = fAB
B = DAu
u = Zw[uDAw
v] = 0 , (2.29)
which imply that the gauge group is unimodular. Observe that the basis choice for V M
and VM is not unambiguous. The V
A can still be modified by linear combinations of
V a and V u, and likewise, the Vu can be modified by terms linear in VA and Va. These
redefinitions do not alter the general form of (2.28) but they affect the expressions for
the nondiagonal blocks.
From other relations derived above (in particular from the first equation (2.21)),
we can establish a variety of results,
C(AB)
u = dABv Z
uv ,
CAa
u = 2 dAav Z
uv ,
DAv
u = 2 dAvw Z
uw . (2.30)
Furthermore one derives that duvw = duva = duab = 0. Other identities follow from the
invariance of dMNP , such as
fAB
C dabC + 4Z
wx dAw(a db)xB = 0 ,
fAB
C duvC + 4Z
wx dAw(u dv)xB = 0 ,
fAB
C dauC + 2Z
wx dAwa duxB + 2Z
wx dAwu daxB = 0 . (2.31)
Likewise, the invariance of the dMNP tensor leads to a large variety of equations, of
which we present the following two,
fAE
(B dCD)E = 0 ,
hAD
a dBCD − 2 fAD(B dC)Da = 0 . (2.32)
The closure relations (2.2) imply three additional identities,
f[AB
D fC]D
E = 0 ,
f[AB
D hC]D
a = 0 ,
2 fC[A
D CB]D
u − fABD CDCu − 2 hC[Aa CB]au = 0 . (2.33)
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From the first two equations it follows that the upper-left submatrix of (2.28) parametri-
zed in terms of fAB
C and hAB
a closes under commutation and defines consistent gauge
transformation rules for the gauge fields Aµ
A and Aµ
a,
δAµ
A = ∂µΛ
A − g fBCAAµB ΛC ,
δAµ
a = ∂µΛ
a + g hBC
aAµ
B ΛC . (2.34)
The corresponding field strengths read,
FµνA = ∂µAνA − ∂νAµA − g fBCAAµBAνC ,
Fµνa = ∂µAνa − ∂νAµa + g hBCaAµBAνC . (2.35)
The only gauge fields that appear in the covariant derivatives are the fields Aµ
A, so no
other gauge fields couple to charges that act on the matter fields. However, to write
consistent transformation rules for the gauge fields, one must incorporate the abelian
gauge fields Aµ
a into the gauge algebra. These gauge fields couple to charges that are
central in the gauge algebra so that the gauge algebra is a central extension of the
algebra (2.2). Introducing formal generators X˜A and X˜a, it reads,
[X˜A, X˜B] = fAB
C X˜C − hABaX˜a . (2.36)
On the matter fields the charges X˜a vanish and the gauge algebra coincides with (2.2).
The remaining gauge fields Aµ
u carry charges related to the last column in (2.28).
Since these charges cannot be incorporated in the gauge transformations on the vector
fields and lead to inconsistent couplings, these gauge fields must be dualized to charged
tensor fields. This is a well-known feature in gauged supergravities in odd dimensions
[2, 3, 4], as we already discussed in the introduction. Therefore the physically relevant
gauge group is the one associated with the gauge fields Aµ
A and Aµ
a.
However, to dualize vectors to tensors affects the manifest E6(6) covariance of our
results, and requires a case-by-case dualization for every separate gauging. Therefore,
rather than to perform this dualization, we will keep all 27 gauge fields and introduce
27 tensor fields as well. At the same time we introduce an extended tensor-vector gauge
invariance in order to balance the degrees of freedom. Upon a suitable gauge condition
one can remove the gauge fields Aµ
u whose degrees of freedom are then carried by
the tensor fields. This implies that we must introduce a new gauge transformation for
the vector fields of the form δAµ
M ∝ ZMN ΞµN where ΞµN is the gauge parameter,
that enables to remove the gauge fields so that they are effectively replaced by the
tensor fields. When the gauge-fixing is postponed until the end the Lagrangian for this
vector-tensor system takes a unique and E6(6)-covariant form. The gauging is encoded
in terms of the embedding tensor, or equivalently, in terms of the tensor ZMN . This
formulation is discussed in the next section.
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3 Tensor and vector gauge fields
As explained in the introduction we will set up a formulation based on vector and ten-
sor fields, Aµ
M and Bµν M , which transform in the 27 and 27 representation of E6(6),
respectively. The combined vector and tensor gauge transformations will ensure that
the number of physical degrees of freedom will remain independent of the embedding
tensor. The latter will only determine how the degrees of freedom are shared between
the vector and tensor fields. Two ingredients play a crucial role in order to accomplish
this. First of all the vector fields transform under tensor gauge transformations pro-
portional to ZMN and secondly, the tensor fields in the Lagrangian will always appear
multiplied by ZMN . The identities proven in the previous section are essential in what
follows.
To see how this works we first consider the gauge transformations of the vector
fields,
δAµ
M = ∂µΛ
M − g X[PQ]M ΛP AµQ − g ZMN ΞµN , (3.1)
where ΛM and ΞµM denote the parameters of the vector and tensor gauge transfor-
mations. Observe that X[MN ]
P play the role of generalized structure constants of the
gauge group. Obviously, a number of vector fields can be set to zero by a gauge choice.
This number t equals the rank of the matrix ZMN . As was explained in the previous
section, we refrain from doing this in order to remain independent of the specific choice
for the embedding tensor.
Because the Jacobi identity does not hold for the X[MN ]
P , the would-be covariant
field strength,
FµνM = ∂µAνM − ∂νAµM + g X[NP ]M AµNAνP , (3.2)
does not transform covariantly,
δFµνM = − g X[NP ]M ΛN FµνP − g2 ZMN dNP [RXST ]P ΛRAµS AνT
− g ZMN
(
2 ∂[µΞν]N − g XPNQA[µP Ξν]Q
)
= − g XNPM ΛN FµνP
+ g ZMN
(
2 dNPQ ∂[µAν]
P − g XRNP dPQS A[µRAν]S
)
ΛQ
− g ZMN
(
2 ∂[µΞν]N − g XPNQA[µP Ξν]Q
)
. (3.3)
Up to terms proportional to ZMN the field strengths FM transform covariantly under
the gauge group. To regain full covariance, we introduce tensor fields Bµν M such that
the modified field strengths,
HµνM = FµνM + g ZMN Bµν N , (3.4)
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transform covariantly under the gauge group,
δHµνM = −g XPNM ΛP HµνN , (3.5)
and are invariant under the tensor gauge transformations. This implies that the trans-
formations of the fields Bµν M are as follows,
ZMN δBµν N = Z
MN
(
2 ∂[µΞν]N − g XPNQA[µP Ξν]Q
)
+ g ZMN ΛP XPN
QBµν Q
− ZMN
(
2 dNPQ ∂[µAν]
P − g XRNP dPQSA[µRAν]S
)
ΛQ . (3.6)
Obviously, the symmetry transformations on the tensor fields are only determined
modulo terms that vanish under contraction with ZMN ; this poses no problem as, in
the Lagrangian, the tensor fields Bµν M will always be contracted with Z
MN .4
It is important to note that the covariant derivative, Dµ = ∂µ − g AµM XM , does
not transform under tensor gauge transformations, by virtue of (2.22). Furthermore,
we note the validity of the Ricci identity,
[Dµ, Dν ] = −gFµνM XM . (3.7)
To verify the consistency of the above transformation rules, one may consider the
commutator algebra of the vector and tensor gauge transformations. The tensor trans-
formations commute,
[δ(Ξ1), δ(Ξ2)] = 0 . (3.8)
The commutator of a vector and a tensor gauge transformation gives rise to a tensor
gauge transformation,
[δ(Ξ), δ(Λ)] = δ(Ξ˜) , (3.9)
with Ξ˜µM =
1
2
g XPM
N ΛP ΞµN . Finally, the commutator of two vector gauge transfor-
mations gives rise to a vector gauge transformation and a tensor gauge transformation,
[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)] = δ(Λ˜) + δ(Ξ˜) , (3.10)
where Λ˜M = g X[NP ]
M Λ1
N Λ2
P and Ξ˜µM = −g dMN [P XQR]N Λ1PΛ2QAµR.
There exists a kinetic term for the tensor fields which is of first-order in derivatives,
which is modified by Chern-Simons-like terms in order to be fully gauge invariant under
the combined vector and tensor gauge transformations. It reads as follows,
LVT = 12iεµνρστ
{
gZMNBµν M
[
DρBστ N + 4 dNPQAρ
P
(
∂σAτ
Q + 1
3
g X[RS]
QAσ
RAτ
S
)]
− 8
3
dMNP
[
Aµ
M ∂νAρ
N ∂σAτ
P (3.11)
+ 3
4
g X[QR]
M Aµ
NAν
QAρ
R
(
∂σAτ
P + 1
5
g X[ST ]
PAσ
SAτ
T
)]}
,
4Note that the term ∂µΞν N in (3.6) is not properly covariantized by the next term proportional
to XPN
Q; this would require an additional factor 2.
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where
DµBνρM = ∂µBνρM − g XPMN AµPBνρN . (3.12)
Under variations Aµ
M → AµM + δAµM and Bµν M → Bµν M + δBµν M this Lagrangian
changes as follows,
δLVT = iεµνρστ
{(
δBµν M + 2 dMPQ δAµ
P Aν
Q
)
DρHστM − δAµM dMNP HνρN Hστ P
}
+ total derivatives · · · , (3.13)
where we note the identity,
εµνρστ DµHνρM =
g εµνρστ ZMN
[
DµBνρN + 2 dNPQAµ
P
(
∂νAρ
Q + 1
3
g X[RS]
QAν
RAρ
S
)]
.
Clearly the terms εµνρστ DρHστM and εµνρστ dMNP HνρN Hστ P will appear as part of
the equations of motion for the vector and tensor fields.
As we shall see later there is a second term in the supergravity Lagrangian, quadratic
in HµνM . It requires an E6(6)-covariant metricMMN that will also be discussed in due
course. Here we just note that the variation of this term in the Lagrangian under
changes of the vector and tensor fields yields,
δ(MMN HµνM Hµν N) = −2
(
δBµν M − 2 dMPQAµP δAνQ
)
ZMNMNRHµν R
+ 4 δAµ
M Dν
(
MMN Hµν N
)
, (3.14)
which shows the same combinations of field variations as in (3.13) so that the two
variations can be combined without difficulty.
At this point one has the option of removing t of the vector fields by a gauge choice.
To do this one employs the special E6(6) basis of subsection 2.3. We will return to this
in subsection 6.1, where we will also exhibit the consequences of this gauge choice
for the supersymmetry transformations. In the absence of a gauging the embedding
tensor (or, equivalently, the gauge coupling constant g) vanishes, HµνM coincides with
the abelian field strengths FµνM and LVT reduces to an abelian Chern-Simons term,
LVT −→ −43 iεµνρστ dMNP AµM ∂νAρN ∂σAτ P . (3.15)
4 E6(6)/USp(8) and the T -tensor
We already stressed in the introduction that the scalar fields parametrize the E6(6)/USp(8)
coset space. These fields are described by a matrix V(x) ∈ E6(6) (taken in the funda-
mental 27 representation) which transforms from the right under local USp(8) and
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from the left under rigid E6(6). The matrix V can be used to elevate the embedding
tensor to the so-called T -tensor, which is the USp(8)-covariant, field-dependent, ten-
sor that appears in the masslike terms and the scalar potential. The T -tensor is thus
defined by,
TM
α[Θ, φ] tα = V−1MN ΘNα (V−1tαV) , (4.1)
where the underlined indices refer to local USp(8). The appropriate representation is
the 27, so that we can write
TMN
P [Θ, φ] = V−1MM V−1NN VP P XMNP . (4.2)
When treating the embedding tensor as a spurionic object that transforms under
the duality group, the Lagrangian and transformation rules remain formally invari-
ant under E6(6). Under such a transformation Θ would transform as ΘM
α tα →
gM
N ΘN
α (g tαg
−1), with g ∈ E6(6). Of course, when freezing ΘMα to a constant,
the E6(6)-invariance is broken.
It is clear that the E6(6)-covariant constraints on the embedding tensor are in di-
rect correspondence to a set of USp(8)-covariant constraints on the T -tensor, as their
assignment to representations of E6(6) and/or its subgroups are directly related. To
make this more explicit we note that every variation of the coset representative can
be expressed as a (possibly field-dependent) E6(6) transformation acting on V from the
right. For example, a rigid E6(6) transformation acting from the left can be rewritten
as a field-dependent transformation from the right,
V → V ′ = g V = V σ−1 , (4.3)
with σ−1 = V−1 g V ∈ E6(6), but also a supersymmetry transformation can be written
in this form. Consequently, these variations of V induce the following transformation
of the T -tensor,
TMN
P → T ′MNP = σMQ σNR (σ−1)SP TQRS . (4.4)
This implies that the T -tensor constitutes a representation of E6(6). Observe that
this is not an invariance statement; rather it means that the T -tensor (irrespective of
the choice for the corresponding embedding tensor) varies under supersymmetry or any
other transformation in a way that can be written as a (possibly field-dependent) E6(6)-
transformation. Note also that the transformation assignment of the embedding tensor
and the T -tensor are opposite in view of the relationship between g and σ, something
that is important in practical applications.
The maximal compact USp(8) subgroup of E6(6) coincides with the R-symmetry
group that acts on the fermion fields: the gravitino and spinor fields are symplec-
tic Majorana spinors transforming in the 8, and 48 representation, respectively. A
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crucial role is played here by the USp(8)-invariant skew-symmetric tensors ΩAB and
ΩAB = (ΩAB)
∗ (A,B, . . . = 1, . . . , 8) satisfying ΩAC ΩCB = −δAB. The presence of the
representations of the spinor fields leads one to adopt a notation for E6(6) vectors xM
and yM where indices M are replaced by antisymmetric, symplectically traceless, index
pairs [AB]. The 27 representation is thus described by a pseudoreal, antisymmetric
and symplectic traceless tensor xAB,
xAB ≡ (xAB)∗ = ΩAC ΩBD xCD , ΩAB xAB = 0 . (4.5)
Raising and lowering of indices is effected by complex conjugation. Corresponding
identities hold for the yAB transforming in the 27 representation. The action of in-
finitesimal E6(6) transformations reads as follows,
δxAB = −2Λ[AC xB]C + ΣABCD xCD ,
δyAB = 2ΛC
[A yB]C − ΣABCD yCD , (4.6)
so that xAB y
AB is an E6(6) invariant. Here ΛA
B parametrizes the USp(8) trans-
formations; the fully antisymmetric pseudoreal and symplectic traceless tensors Σ
parametrize the remaining E6(6) transformations in accord with the following decom-
position of the adjoint representation of E6(6): 78→ 36+ 42. The explicit restrictions
on the parameters read,
ΛAB ≡ (ΛAB)∗ = −ΛBA , Λ[AC ΩB]C = 0 , ΛAA = 0 , ΣABCD = Σ[ABCD] ,
ΣABCD ≡ (ΣABCD)∗ = ΩAE ΩBF ΩCGΩDH ΣEFGH , ΩAB ΣABCD = 0 . (4.7)
Furthermore we note the identity,
Ω[AB ΣCDEF ] = 0 , (4.8)
which holds by virtue of the fact that Σ transforms in the irreducible 42 representation
of USp(8). From it one derives that ΩAB y
BC ΩCD y
DE ΩEF y
FA is an E6(6) invariant and
thus represents the invariant symmetric tensor dMNP that we encountered in previous
sections. From (4.8) we also derive the identities,
Σ1ACDE Σ2
BCDE + Σ2ACDE Σ1
BCDE = 1
16
δA
B Σ1CDEF Σ2
CDEF ,
Σ1ABEF Σ2
EFCD − Σ2ABEF Σ1EFCD =
2
3
δ[A
[C (Σ1B]EFGΣ2
D]EFG − Σ2B]EFGΣ1D]EFG) . (4.9)
The term on the right-hand side of the second equation parametrizes an infinitesimal
USp(8) transformation. This identity ensures the closure of the algebra associated with
E6(6).
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In supergravity, which we will discuss in the next section, we will use a hybrid
notation where rigid E6(6) indices will be denoted byM,N, . . ., whereas the local USp(8)
indices M,N, . . . will be replaced by antisymmetric, symplectic traceless, index pairs
[ij]. The indices i, j, . . . are also carried by the fermion fields; those fields carry an odd
number of indices5. With these conventions the coset representative VMN is written
as VMij , with VMij Ωij = 0. Furthermore VMij is pseudoreal: VM ij ≡ (VMij)∗ =
VMklΩkiΩlj . Denoting the inverse of VMij by VijM , we have6,
VMij VijN = δMN ,
VijM VMkl = δijkl − 18Ωij Ωkl . (4.10)
Exploiting the group property it follows that any variation ∆V takes the form,
∆VMij − VMkl
(
2 δk
[iQlj] + P ijmn Ωmk Ωnl
)
= 0 , (4.11)
where Q and P span the E6(6) algebra, so that they transform according to the 36
and 42 representation of USp(8), respectively. Consequently Q and P are subject to
the conditions (4.7) (but with local USp(8) rather than with rigid E6(6) indices). It is
straightforward to find explicit expressions for Q and P in terms of V−1∆V,
Qij = 13 VikM ∆VMjk ,
P ijkl = VmnM ∆VM [ij Ωk|m|Ωl]n , (4.12)
where |m| indicates that the index m is exempted from the antisymmetrization which
pertains to [ijkl]. Possible variations ∆V include spacetime derivatives ∂µV or a gauge
transformation with parameters ΛM according to ∆VMij = ΛP XPMN VNij . When
∆ denotes the gauge-covariant derivative ∂µ − g AµM XM , (4.11) defines the USp(8)
composite connection Qµ ij in the presence of the gauging, while Pµijkl is the USp(8)-
covariant tensor whose square will constitute the kinetic term for the scalar fields,
Qµ ij = 13 VikM ∂µVMjk − g AµM QM ij ,
Pµijkl = VmnM ∂µVM [ij Ωk|m|Ωl]n − g AµM PMijkl . (4.13)
Here we used the definitions,
QM ij = 13 VikN XMNPVP jk ,
PMijkl = VmnN XMNPVP [ij Ωk|m|Ωl]n . (4.14)
5Note that only even-rank tensors can be pseudoreal, so that fermions transform in complex rep-
resentations of USp(8). Observe also that Ω is pseudoreal, i.e., Ωij = Ωik Ωjl Ω
kl.
6Observe that the double counting associated with summing over antisymmetric index pairs implies
a change of the inner product as the direct conversion XM → Xij and YM → Y ij yields XMYM =
2
∑
i>j XijY
ij . The factor 2 can in principle be absorbed into the definitions of Xij and Y
ij , but we
refrain from doing so.
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We note that PMijkl represents the Killing vectors of the E6(6)/USp(8) coset space
associated with its gauged isometries.
Here and henceforth we will use derivatives Dµ that are covariant with respect
both local USp(8) (with composite connections Qµ ij) and the subgroup of E6(6) that
is gauged by (a subset of) the vectors Aµ
M . Applying two such derivatives on V leads
to an integrability relation upon antisymmetrization,
Fµν(Q)ij ≡ ∂µQν ij − ∂νQµ ij + 2Q[µ ikQν] kj
= −2
3
P[µ iklmPν]jklm − gFµνM QM ij ,
D[µPν]ijkl = −12gFµνM PMijkl , (4.15)
where we made use of (3.7). These are the Cartan-Maurer equations with extra terms
of order g induced by the gauging. In the Lagrangian those terms initially cause a
breaking of supersymmetry that will have to be compensated by new interaction terms
and variations. The order-g corrections in (4.15) are in fact proportional to the two
components of the T -tensor defined already in (4.2),
T ijmn = QM ji VmnM ,
T ijklmn = PMijkl VmnM . (4.16)
Both these components are pseudoreal and have symmetry properties that should be
obvious from the preceding text. In particular, note that Ti
jkl = Ωim Ω
jnΩkp Ωlq Tmnpq
and Ωk[i T
k
j]mn = Ω
k[i T j]kmn = 0, so that Ti
jkl = −T jimn Ωmk Ωnl. We note the
following convenient relation,
XMN
P = VMmn VNkl VijP
[
2 δk
i T j lmn + T
ijpq
mn Ωpk Ωql
]
, (4.17)
which is just the inverse of (4.2).
Following the argument given at the beginning of the section, we consider variations
of the coset representative. These can always be cast in the form of a E6(6) transforma-
tion acting on the right of V, which implies that any variation of the T -tensor is again
proportional to the T -tensor itself. Since the variations under USp(8) are obvious, the
relevant variation concerns
δVMij = −VMmn Ωmk Ωnl Σijkl . (4.18)
It is straightforward to determine the effect of this variation on various USp(8) tensors
and we present the explicit results,
δQµ ij = −13Pµ iklmΣjklm + 13Σiklm Pµjklm ,
δPµijkl = −DµΣijkl ,
δT ijmn =
1
3
Σjpqr T
ipqr
mn − 13Ωiv Ωjw Σvpqr Twpqrmn + Σmnpq Ωpr Ωqs T ijrs ,
δT ijklmn = −4 T [ipmnΣjkl]p + Σmnpq Ωpr Ωqs T ijklrs . (4.19)
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Armed with these results we can now proceed and derive the constraints on the T -
tensor that are induced by the corresponding constraints on embedding tensor discussed
in section 2. First of all, the T -tensor will be restricted as a result of the represen-
tation constraint (2.12), according to which the embedding tensor belongs to the 351
representation of E6(6). This representation branches under USp(8) into 36 + 315.
According to (4.19) the T -tensor should therefore precisely comprise these two repre-
sentations. Here it is helpful to indicate the USp(8) representations that are described
by the unconstrained T -tensor,
T ijkl : 36× 27 = 36+ 315+ 27+ 594 ,
T ijklmn : 42× 27 = 315+ 27+ 792 , (4.20)
where the underlined representations are those that are allowed by the constraint.
Therefore, when subject to the constraint, T klmnij will exclusively belong to the 315
representation, while T ijlm is decomposable into the 315 and the 36 representations.
Describing these two representations by two pseudoreal, symplectic traceless, tensors
Aij1 and A2
i,jkl, satisfying A
[ij]
1 = 0, A2
i,jkl = A2
i,[jkl] and A2
[i,jkl] = 0, one can write
down the following decomposition of the T -tensor,
T klmnij = 4A2
q,[klm δn][iΩj]q + 3A2
p,q[klΩmn] Ωp[iΩj]q ,
Ti
jkl = −ΩimA2(m,j)kl − Ωim
(
Ωm[k A1
l]j + Ωj[k A1
l]m + 1
4
ΩklA1
mj
)
, (4.21)
where the relative factor on the right-hand side (overall factors can be absorbed into
A1,2) are determined by the fact that A1 and A2 together constitute an irreducible
representation of E6(6). Algebraically, the factor follows from requiring consistency of
(4.21)with the transformation rules (4.19). Explicit evaluation, making repeated use
of (4.8), leads to the following variations for the tensors A1 and A2,
δA1
ij = 4
9
Ωp(iΣj)klmA2 p,klm ,
δA2
i,jkl = 3
2
(
Ωmi Σjkln + Ωm[j Σkl]in
)
A1mn
−
(
Ωi[j Ωk|m| Σl]npq − 3ΩniΩm[j Σkl]pq
− 1
6
Ωim Ω[klΣj]npq + 1
6
Ωm[j Ωkl]Σinpq
)
A2m,npq . (4.22)
We note that these variations are consistent with the USp(8) irreducibility constraints
for the tensors A1,2 themselves. Furthermore we note that the linear combination
Z ij,kl ≡ Ω[i[kA1l]j] + A2[i,j]kl , (4.23)
defines an antisymmetric tensor in the symplectic traceless index pairs [ij] and [kl],
transforming according to
δZ ij,kl = −Σijmn Ωmp Ωnq Zpq,kl − Σklmn Ωmp Ωnq Z ij,pq . (4.24)
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This shows (c.f. (4.6)) that Z ij,kl must be the dressed version of the E6(6) tensor ZMN ,
Z ij,kl = 1
5
√
5VMij VNkl ZMN . (4.25)
The proportionality constant follows from applying (2.18), with XMN
P expressed by
(4.17), employing the following representation of the invariant symmetric three-rank
tensors,
dMNP =
2
5
√
5VMij VNkl VPmn ΩjkΩlm Ωni ,
dMNP = 2
5
√
5VijM VklN VmnP ΩjkΩlm Ωni . (4.26)
To derive the above representation we made use of the observation below (4.8). Note
that the constancy of dMNP and d
MNP is ensured by E6(6) invariance and that the
normalization is in accord with (2.19).
The variations (4.22) can be used to determine the supersymmetry variations of
these tensors (as we will discuss in the next section). We also note the following
expressions for the USp(8)-covariant derivatives of A1,2,
DµA1
ij = −4
9
Ωp(i Pµj)klmA2 p,klm ,
DµA2
i,jkl = −3
2
(
Ωmi Pµjkln + Ωm[j Pµkl]in
)
A1mn
+
(
Ωi[j Ωk|m| Pµl]npq − 3ΩniΩm[j Pµkl]pq
− 1
6
Ωim Ω[kl Pµj]npq + 16Ωm[j Ωkl] Pµinpq
)
A2m,npq . (4.27)
Having determined the consequences of the representation constraint, it remains
to derive the consequences of the closure constraint (2.9). This will lead to identities
quadratic in the T -tensor. Here we have the option of using either one of the equivalent
version presented in (2.24). It is convenient to choose the second one and write it in
terms of the T -tensor and the tensor (4.23). The constraint then implies that the
following products of these tensors should vanish,
T ijklZkl,mn = 0 = T ijklmnZmn,pq . (4.28)
These two identities take the form,
0 = δ[i(k A1
j]mA1 l)m + A2 (k,l)mnA1
m[iΩj]n
− 2A2[i,j]mnA1m(k Ωl)n −A2m,nij A2 (k,l)mn ,
0 = −2A2k,[pqr δs][i A1 j]k − 2A2k,[pqrΩs]l Ωk[iA1 j]l − 3Ω[pqA2r,s]klA1 k[iΩj]l
+ 4A2
k,[pqrΩs]l A2 [i,j]kl + 3Ω
[rsA2
p,q]mnA2m,nij , (4.29)
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By contraction one derives three equations, which can be written as follows,
0 = A1 klA2
k,lmiΩmj + A2 k,lmj A2
k,lmi − 1
9
A2 j,klmA2
i,klm − 1
9
δij|A2k,lmn|2 ,
0 = 3A1
imA1 jm − 13A2i,klmA2 j,klm − 18δij(3 |A1kl|2 − 13 |A2k,lmn|2) ,
0 = (1
4
A1mn Ωpi − A2 [m,n]pi)A2m,np[j Ωkl]
+ (1
2
A1 p(mΩn)i + A2 (m,n)pi + A2 i,mnp)A2
m,n[jkΩl]p
+ 1
3
A1 imA2
m,jkl + 1
2
A1mnA2
m,n[jk δl]i . (4.30)
The first equation (4.29) can be written with a similar index structure as the last
equation (4.30),
1
3
A1 imA2
m,jkl + (1
2
A1 p(mΩn)i + A2 (ip)mn)A2
m,n[jkΩl]p
= − 1
18
(
δi
[j Ωk|q|A2l],mnpA2 q,mnp − Ω[jk A2l],mnpA2 i,mnp
)
, (4.31)
where we also made use of the second equation (4.30). The same applies to the first
equation (4.30), which, when combined with the third equation of (4.30) and with
(4.31), yields an identity that only involves terms quadratic in A2,
0 = A2m,npiA2
m,n[jk Ωl]p + 1
2
A2m,npq A2
m,np[j Ωk|q| δl]i
− 1
2
(A2m,npiA2
m,np[j − 1
6
A2m,npq A2
m,npq δi
[j)Ωkl] . (4.32)
Somewhat surprisingly, this identity is not implied by (4.28) as we have also been able
to derive it directly, without making use of (4.28). The identity simply reflects the
fact that the symmetric product of two 315 representations contains only a single 315
representation.
5 Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformations
The previous results play a crucial role in establishing the supersymmetry of the action
of five-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity. The various gaugings are encoded
in the embedding tensor. When treating the embedding tensor as a (spurionic) E6(6)-
covariant tensor, the action will be manifestly E6(6) invariant, irrespective of the gauge
group, provided that its corresponding embedding tensor satisfies the constraints out-
lined previously.
Five-dimensional world and tangent-space indices are denoted by µ, ν, . . . and a, b, . . .,
respectively, and take the values 1, 2, . . . , 5. We employ hermitean 4 × 4 gamma ma-
trices γa, which satisfy
CγaC
−1 = γaT , CT = −C , C† = C−1 ,
γabcde = 1 εabcde . (5.1)
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Here C denotes the charge-conjugation matrix and gamma matrices with k multiple
indices denote the fully antisymmetrized product of k gamma matrices in the usual
fashion, so that we have, for instance, γa γb = 1 δab + γab. In view of the last equation,
gamma matrices with more than two multiple indices are not independent, and can
be linearly expressed into the unit matrix, γa and γab. Note that C, Cγa and Cγab
constitute a complete basis of 6 antisymmetric and 10 symmetric (unitary) matrices
in spinor space. The gamma matrices commute with the automorphism group of the
Clifford algebra, USp(2N), where N denotes the number of independent spinors. In
the case at hand we have N = 4. Spinors can be described either as Dirac spinors,
or as symplectic Majorana spinors. The latter description is superior in that it makes
the action of the USp(8) R-symmetry group manifest. We will thus employ symplectic
Majorana spinors ψi with i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, subject to the reality constraint,
C−1 ψ¯iT = Ωij ψj , (5.2)
where Ω is the symplectic USp(8)-invariant tensor introduced previously. Observe
that we adhere to our convention according to which raising or lowering is effected by
complex conjugation.
The gravitini ψµ
i and associated supersymmetry parameters ǫi transform in the 8
representation of USp(8), whereas the spinor fields χijk transform in the 48 represen-
tation. The symplectic Majorana constraint for the latter reads,
C−1 χ¯ijkT = Ωil ΩjmΩkn χlmn , (5.3)
Finally we note the following relation for fermionic bilinears, with spinor fields ψi
and ϕi,
ψ¯iΓϕ
j = −Ωik Ωjl ϕ¯l(C−1 ΓT C)ψk . (5.4)
Comparing this to the hermitean conjugate of these bilinears, one finds that i ψ¯i ϕ
j,
ψ¯iγaϕ
j and i ψ¯iγabϕ
j are pseudoreal.
Rather than first deriving the Lagrangian, we start by considering the transforma-
tion rules, restricted by E6(6), vector-tensor gauge invariance, and other invariances,
up to terms of higher order in the fermion fields. The coefficients in these variations
(apart from certain normalizations) can be fixed by requiring that the supersymmetry
closes up that order,
δeµ
a = 1
2
ǫ¯iγ
aψµ
i ,
δVMij = iVMkl
[
4Ωp[kχ¯lmn]ǫ
p + 3Ω[klχ¯mn]pǫ
p
]
Ωmi Ωnj ,
δAµ
M = 2
[
iΩik ǫ¯kψµ
j + ǫ¯kγµχ
ijk
]
VijM ,
δBµν M =
4√
5
VMij
[
2 ψ¯[µ iγν]ǫ
k Ωjk − i χ¯ijkγµνǫk
]
+ 2 dMNP A[µ
N δAν]
P ,
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δψµ
i = (∂µδ
i
j −Qµ ji − 14ωµab γab δij)ǫj
+ i
[
1
12
(
γµνρHνρ ij − 4 γνHµνij
)
− g γµA1ij
]
Ωjk ǫ
k ,
δχijk = 1
2
i γµPµijklΩlm ǫm − 316γµν
[
Hµν [ij ǫk] − 13Ω[ijHµνk]mΩmn ǫn
]
+ g A2
l,ijk Ωlm ǫ
m , (5.5)
where
Hµνij = HµνM VMij = (FµνM + g ZMNBµν N )VMij . (5.6)
Note that δBµν M is only determined up to terms that vanish upon contraction with
ZMN . While the covariance with respect to most bosonic symmetries is straightfor-
ward, the form of δBµν M requires further comment. On Aµ
M , the commutator of a
supersymmetry transformation and a vector gauge transformation does not vanish but
leads to,
[δ(ǫ), δvector(Λ
M)] = δtensor(ΞµM) , (5.7)
with
ΞµM = −dMNP ΛN δ(ǫ)AµP , (5.8)
whereas supersymmetry commutes with tensor gauge transformations. The latter re-
quires the presence of the second term in δBµν M , proportional to the invariant tensor
dMNP . After this one verifies that the commutator (5.7) is also correctly realized on
the tensor fields (up to terms that vanish upon contraction with ZMN), so that all
supersymmetry variations are consistent with the bosonic symmetries. What remains
is to determine the various multiplicative coefficients from the requirement that the
supersymmetry algebra closes on all fields. With the coefficients adopted in (5.9), the
commutator of two supersymmetry transformations with parameters ǫ1 and ǫ2 closes
uniformly into the bosonic symmetries,
[δ(ǫ1), δ(ǫ2)] = ξ
µDµ + δLorentz(ǫ
ab) + δUSp(8)(Λi
j) + δvector(Λ
M) + δtensor(ΞµM) . (5.9)
Here ξµDµ denotes a covariant general coordinate transformation with parameter ξ
µ.
Such a transformation consists of a spacetime diffeomorphism with parameter ξµ com-
bined with gauge transformations with parameters,
ǫab = −ξµ ωµab ,
Λi
j = −ξµQµ ij ,
ΛM = −ξµAµM ,
ΞµM = −ξν BνµM , (5.10)
where
ξµ = 1
2
ǫ¯2iγ
µǫ1
i . (5.11)
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Beyond the covariant general coordinate transformations there are the symmetry vari-
ations indicated explicitly in (5.9) with parameters (up to higher-order fermion terms),
ǫab =
1
12
iǫ¯2iγabcdǫ1
k ΩjkHcdij + 13 iǫ¯2iǫ1k ΩjkHabij − ig ǫ¯1iγabǫ2j Ωjk A1ik ,
Λi
j = −g Tijkl zkl ,
ΛM = zij V ijM ,
ΞµM = − 8√
5
ξµ ij V ijM − dMNP AµN zij VijP , (5.12)
where we also used the bilinears zij and ξµ
ij which are pseudoreal and antisymmetric
in [ij] and under the interchange of the spinor parameters ǫ1 and ǫ2,
zij = −2iΩk[i ǫ¯2k ǫ1j] ,
ξµ ij =
1
2
ǫ¯2[iγµǫ1
k Ωj]k , (5.13)
Observe that Ωij ξµij = −ξµ.
The closure holds modulo the field equations for the tensor field (which are linear
in derivatives),
3D[µHνρ]M − i 1√5 e εµνρστ ZMN VNij VP klΩik ΩjlHστ P = 0 . (5.14)
Since we are only presenting the results up to higher-order fermion terms, the field
equations for the fermions do not enter at this stage.
In the above we made heavy use of the results derived in sections 3 and 4. It is
now somewhat tedious but straightforward to derive the full Lagrangian. We present
it up to terms quartic in the fermion fields (the latter are expected to be independent
of the gauge coupling constant),
e−1L = −1
2
R− 1
2
ψ¯µiγ
µνρDνψρ
i − 1
16
Hµνij HµνklΩik Ωjl − 23 χ¯ijkD/χijk
− 1
12
|Pµijkl|2 + 23iPµijkl χ¯ijkγνγµψνmΩlm
+Hρσ ij
[
1
8
i ψ¯µ iγ
[µγρσγ
ν]ψν
k Ωkj − 14 χ¯ijkγµ γρσψµk − 12i χ¯iklγρσχmkl Ωmj
]
+
√
5
64 e
iεµνρστ
{
gZMNBµν M
[
DρBστ N + 4 dNPQAρ
P
(
∂σAτ
Q + 1
3
g X[RS]
QAσ
RAτ
S
)]
− 8
3
dMNP
[
Aµ
M ∂νAρ
N ∂σAτ
P
+ 3
4
g X[QR]
M Aµ
NAν
QAρ
R
(
∂σAτ
P + 1
5
g X[ST ]
PAσ
SAτ
T
)]}
− 3
2
ig A1
ikΩkj ψ¯µ iγ
µνψν
j − 4
3
gΩml A2
l,ijk χ¯ijkγ
µψµ
m
+ 2g iΩkpΩlq
[
− 4A2i,jpq + A1[i[pΩq]j]
]
χ¯ijm χ
klm
+ g2
[
3 |A1ij |2 − 13 |A2i,jkl|2
]
, (5.15)
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where apart from the supersymmetry transformations we made use of the properties
derived for the T -tensor derived in section 4. The covariant derivatives on the spinor
fields are defined by
Dµψν
i = ∂µψν
i −Qµ ji ψνj − 14ωµab γab ψνi ,
Dµχ
ijk = ∂µχ
ijk − 3Qµ l[i χjk]l − 14ωµab γab χijk . (5.16)
For the convenience of the reader we record the supersymmetry variations,
δPµijkl = iDµ(4 ǫ¯mχ[ijk Ωl]m + 3 ǫ¯mχm[ij Ωkl])
− 2g T ijklmn(iΩmp ǫ¯pψµn + ǫ¯pγµχmnp) ,
δHµνM = 4D[µ
[
(iΩik ǫ¯kψν]
j + ǫ¯kγν]χ
ijk)VijM
]
+
4 g√
5
ZMNVNij(2 ψ¯[µ iγν]ǫk Ωjk − i χ¯ijkγµνǫk) , (5.17)
which are needed for establishing the invariance of the action. The change of the scalar
potential under (4.18) is also needed,
δ
[
3 |A1ij|2 − 13 |A2i,jkl|2
]
=
(
4
3
A1
mq A2m,ijk Ωlq + 2A2
m,npq A2n,mij Ωpk Ωlq
)
Σijkl , (5.18)
which also reveals the condition for stationary points of the potential. Here we made
use of the fact that the potential is USp(8) invariant, so that we can expand in terms
of USp(8)-covariant variations of the scalar fields, using (4.11). In this way we can
also express the square of the masses at the stationary point, which are then also
proportional to g2 times the square of the T -tensor. This pattern repeats itself for the
other fields and all mass squares are simply determined by expressions quadratic in the
T -tensor taken at the stationary point. For the fermions this is already obvious, as the
masslike terms are proportional to the T -tensor. For the vector and tensor fields there
is a subtlety, as there are mixing terms between these types of fields. The mass terms
for these fields gives rise for the following expressions
(M2vector)MN ∝ g2 VMij VNkl Tmnpqij T rstuklΩmrΩnsΩptΩqu ,
(Mtensor)MN ∝ g2 VijM VklN Z ij,mnZkl,pq ΩmpΩnq . (5.19)
Note that the mass term for the tensor fields should not be interpreted as the mass
square, in view of the fact that the kinetic terms are linear in spacetime derivatives
and proportional to g ZMN . But the result shows that (when properly taking into
account the corresponding kinetic terms) the vector masses are encoded as eigenvalues
of the matrix Tmnpqij T
rstu
klΩmrΩnsΩptΩqu, while the tensor masses correspond to the
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eigenvalues of Zmn,pq . These mass terms are subject to an orthogonality relation in
view of equation (4.28), which is crucial for obtaining the correct degrees of freedom.
To deal with the mixing between vector and tensor fields, it is best to impose a suitable
gauge. This will be briefly discussed in subsection 6.1.
Stationary points of the potential may lead to a (partial) breaking of supersymme-
try. The residual supersymmetry of the corresponding solution (assuming maximally
symmetric spacetimes) is parametrized by spinors ǫi satisfying the condition
A2
l,ijk Ωlm ǫ
m = 0 . (5.20)
From the gravitino variation one derives an extra condition
A1
imA1 jm ǫ
j = 1
8
(|A1kl|2 − 19 |A2k,lmn|2) ǫi , (5.21)
but the two conditions (5.20) and (5.21) are in fact equivalent by virtue of the second
equation of (4.30).
6 Examples
In this section we demonstrate our method to the known and some new examples of
maximal D = 5 supergravities. These include the original SO(p, q) gaugings of [2],
the CSO(p, q, r) gaugings discussed in [5] and the Scherk-Schwarz gaugings of [6] (see
also [11, 12]). In these examples the gauge group is contained either in the maximal
SL(2,R)× SL(6,R) subgroup of E6(6), or in a non-semisimple extension of SO(5, 5)×
SO(1, 1), which is another maximal subgroup of E6(6). Our construction provides a
Lagrangian formulation of all these gaugings. Before coming to the examples we will
first discuss the possible gauge fixing of the tensor gauge transformations in order to
make contact with previous results in the literature. For zero gauge coupling all the
tensor fields disappear from the Lagrangian, and one recovers the result of [1] without
further ado.
6.1 Gauge fixing
The five-dimensional gauged supergravities that so far have appeared in the literature,
have all been formulated without the freedom of tensor gauge transformations. They
are recovered from our general formulation by using the tensor gauge transformations
to set some of the vector fields to zero. To describe this we employ the special basis
introduced in subsection 2.3 and decompose the vector indices according to VM =
(VA, Va, Vu). By definition, the matrix Z
MN is invertible on the space spanned by Vu,
so that on this space we may define its inverse Zuv according to
Zuw Z
vw ≡ δvu . (6.1)
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By means of the tensor gauge transformations in (3.1) we impose the gauge condition
Aµ
u = 0, thus breaking E6(6) covariance. Therefore we have to add a compensating
term to the supersymmetry variations,
δnew(ǫ) = δold(ǫ) + δ(Ξµu) , (6.2)
with Ξµu = −2g−1Zuv Vvij (iΩik ǫ¯kψµj + ǫ¯kγµχijk). The terms proportional to the in-
verse gauge coupling constant can be avoided by making a field redefinition. New
tensor fields are defined by Bµνu ≡ Hµνu, which are invariant under the tensor trans-
formations, just as the field strengths FµνA = HµνA and Fµνa = Hµνa. Hence the new
tensor fields are
Bµνu = gZuv Bµν v + C[AB]uAµAAνB + CAbuA[µAAν]b , (6.3)
which will now appear in the Lagrangian as massive fields. Under gauge and super-
symmetry transformations they transform according to
δ(Λ)Bµνu = −ΛA(DAvu Bµνv − CABuFµνB − CAbuFµνb) ,
δ(ǫ)Bµνu = 4D[µ
[
(iΩik ǫ¯kψν]
j + ǫ¯kγν]χ
ijk)Viju
]
+
4 g√
5
Zuv Vvij(2 ψ¯[µ iγν]ǫk Ωjk − i χ¯ijkγµνǫk) , (6.4)
where the last expression is a special case of the second equation (5.17). In the La-
grangian these tensor fields appear in the kinetic term of the modified field strength
tensor, Hµνij = VAijFµνA +VaijFµνa+ VuijBµνu, and in the Chern-Simons term whose
leading term now takes the form
LVT ∝ 12iεµνρστ g−1Zuv BµνuDρBστ v + · · · . (6.5)
The appearance of the inverse coupling constant g−1 and the matrix Zuv in this term
shows that, after gauge fixing, the theory no longer possesses a smooth limit to the
ungauged theory. This phenomenon has been observed in the original construction of
the SO(p, q) gauged theories [2]. Note that the full Lagrangian (5.15) in contrast allows
a smooth limit g → 0.
In the gauge-fixed version there remain many more interaction terms between tensor
and vector fields than those that are known from the SO(q, 6−q) gaugings. These terms
have a similar structure as the terms that were found recently for non-maximal gauged
supergravities with eight supersymmetries [13].
6.2 CSO(p, q, r) gaugings
Let us first review the case of gauge groups contained in the SL(2,R)×SL(6,R) maximal
subgroup of E6(6). Recall that a consistent gauging is completely encoded in an embed-
ding tensor ΘM
α that satisfies the linear projection constraint (2.12) and any of the
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equivalent forms of the quadratic constraint (2.24). With respect to SL(2,R)×SL(6,R),
the representations of the vector gauge fields, the E6(6) generators and the embedding
tensor decompose according to,
27 → (1, 15) + (2, 6) ,
78 → (1, 35) + (3, 1) + (2, 20) ,
351 → (1, 21) + (3, 15) + (2, 84) + (2, 6) + (1, 105) , (6.6)
respectively. A generic embedding tensor ΘM
α transforming in the 351 representation
of E6(6) thus couples vector fields to generators according to
(1, 15) (2, 6)
(1, 35) (1, 21) + (1, 105) (2, 6) + (2, 84)
(3, 1) (3, 15) (2, 6)
(2, 20) (2, 6) + (2, 84) (3, 15) + (1, 105)
(6.7)
Equivalent representations in the bulk of the table must be identified since all rep-
resentations in the decomposition of the 351 representation appear with multiplicity
one. We stress that the representations indicated in the first row refer to the charges,
which transform in the 27 representation, and not to the gauge fields which transform
in the 27 representation. Also the first column refers to the conjugate representation
of the representations into which the E6(6) generators decompose, because Θ carries
upper indices α unlike the E6(6) generators. However, the representations in the first
column happen to be self-conjugate. This will not be the case in our next example.
Searching for subgroups of SL(2,R)× SL(6,R) implies that the representations in
the last row must be excluded. Hence the only possible representation assignment
for the embedding tensor is the representation (1, 21). This representation can be
described by a symmetric six-by-six tensor θIJ , where the indices I, J = 1, . . . , 6 denote
the vector indices of SL(6,R). This restricts the possible gauge groups to subgroups
of SL(6,R) and the participating vector gauge fields to the (1, 15) representation.
Denoting vector indices of SL(2,R) by α = 1, 2, the vector fields now decompose into
Aµ
M → (AµIJ , AµIα). The embedding tensor is then parametrized in terms of θIJ
according to Θ[IJ ]
K
L = δ
K
[I θJ ]L and all other components vanish. This leads to the
gauge group generators,
XIJ = θL[I tJ ]
L , (6.8)
with tK
L the SL(6,R)-generators. Similarly, one finds that the only nonvanishing
components of the antisymmetric tensor ZMN are given by
ZIα Jβ ∝ εαβ θIJ , (6.9)
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The explicit form of ΘM
α and ZMN shows that ZMNΘN
α = 0 for any choice of θIJ .
According to (2.24), the quadratic constraint is thus satisfied and every symmetric six-
by-six tensor θIJ defines a viable gauging. The gauge group is contained in the subgroup
of SL(6,R) that leaves θIJ invariant. This can be verified explicitly by making use of
(6.8).
The 21 representation associated with θIJ falls in 28 different conjugacy classes
leading to 15 independent gaugings. The corresponding tensors take the form,
θIJ = diag( 1, . . . ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
−1, . . . ,︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
0, . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
) , (6.10)
with p + q + r = 6. The corresponding gauge group is CSO(p, q, r). We have thus
obtained a complete classification of possible gauge groups Gg ⊂ SL(2,R)× SL(6,R).
From the rank of the tensors ΘM
α and ZMN one determines the number of tensor fields
and the number of vector fields (after an appropriate gauge choice). It follows that the
number of tensor fields is equal to t = 2(6 − r), and the number of vector fields that
gauge the group CSO(p, q, r) equals s = 1
2
(6− r)(5+ r). The latter decompose into the
gauge fields associated with the subgroup SO(p, q) and with r(p+ q) nilpotent genera-
tors. Furthermore the number of abelian gauge fields equals 1
2
r(r − 1). A Lagrangian
formulation for these non-semisimple groups had not yet been obtained. It now follows
directly from the universal Lagrangian (5.15).
6.3 Gaugings characterized by SO(5, 5)× SO(1, 1) ⊂ E6(6)
Another class of gaugings is based on the decomposition of E6(6) under its subgroup
SO(5, 5)×SO(1, 1), where the first factor is the U-duality group of maximal supergrav-
ity in six dimensions. The decompositions of the representations of the vector gauge
fields, the E6(6) generators and the embedding tensor are now given by,
27 → 16−1 + 10+2 + 1−4 ,
78 → 450 + 10 + 16−3 + 16+3 ,
351 → 144+1 + 16+1 + 45+4 + 120−2 + 10−2 + 16−5 . (6.11)
Hence we effect the decomposition of the vector fields by assigning vector indicesm,n =
1, . . . , 10 and spinor indices α = 1, . . . , 16, with respect to SO(5, 5), respectively. The
gauge fields then decompose according to Aµ
M → (Aµα, Aµm, Aµ0) whereas the E6(6)
generators decompose according to tα → (tmn, t0, tα, tα).
Upon extending SO(5, 5) × SO(1, 1) with the 16 nilpotent generators belonging
to either the 16−3 or the 16+3 representation, the resulting non-semisimple group
constitutes a maximal subgroup of E6(6). The gauge couplings induced by a generic
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embedding tensor ΘM
α transforming in the 351 representation of E6(6) are as follows,
10−2 16+1 1+4
16−3 16−5 120−2 + 10−2 16+1
450 10−2 + 120−2 144+1 + 16+1 45+4
10 10−2 16+1
16+3 144+1 + 16+1 45+4
(6.12)
Again equivalent representations for the embedding matrix are identified as they appear
with multiplicity one in the decomposition of the 351 representation. Note again that
the first row denotes the representation of the charges and not of the gauge fields,
whereas the assignment in the first column denotes the conjugate representation as
compared to the corresponding E6(6) generators. In this way, the upper-left entry thus
describes the coupling of the gauge fields in the 10+2 to the generators in the 16+3
generators.
From the table one immediately concludes that no subgroup of SO(5, 5)× SO(1, 1)
can be gauged consistently, as there is no irreducible component of the embedding
tensor that appears exclusively in the two middle rows of the table. We will therefore
search for gauge groups that also involve (nilpotent) generators from either the 16−3
or the 16+3 representation.
Let us start with those gaugings that couple generators belonging to the 16−3
representation. According to table (6.12) this allows two irreducible components for
the embedding tensor, namely the 45+4 and 144+1 representations. We first focus
on the case of an embedding tensor in the 45+4 representation. The corresponding
embedding tensor is parametrized in terms of an antisymmetric ten-by-ten tensor θmn
according to
Θα
β ∝ θmn (Γmn)αβ , Θ0mn ∝ θmn , (6.13)
where the SO(5, 5) generators in the (chiral) spinor representation are denoted by
(Γmn)α
β. The only nonvanishing components of the tensor ZMN are given by
Zmn ∝ θmn . (6.14)
Together, this implies that only (some of the) vector fields Aµ
α and Aµ
0 from the
16−1 + 1−4 representation can participate in the gauging and, furthermore, that only
(some of the) tensor fields Bµν
m from the 10−2 representation will remain in the gauge-
fixed formulation. Clearly ZMNΘN
α = 0 for any choice of θmn, so that the quadratic
constraint (2.24) is satisfied and every antisymmetric ten-by-ten tensor θmn defines a
viable gauging. The theories descending from D = 6 dimensions by Scherk-Schwarz
reduction belong to this class [6], with the tensor θmn singling out the generator of
SO(5, 5) that is associated with the compactified sixth dimension in the reduction.
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On the other hand an embedding tensor ΘM
α living in the 144+1 is parametrized
by a tensor θm
α subject to (Γm)αβ θm
α = 0, according to
Θm
α ∝ θmα , Θαmn ∝ (Γ[m)αβ θn]β , Zmα = −Zαm ∝ θmα . (6.15)
Here (Γm)αβ is symmetric in the spinor indices α, β and corresponds to the SO(5, 5)
gamma matrices restricted to the chiral subspace (after multiplying with the charge
conjugation matrix). In this case, the quadratic constraint (2.24) implies the nontrivial
relations,
θm
α θmβ = 0 , (Γ[m)αβ θ
n]β θkα = 0 , (6.16)
to be satisfied by θm
α. It is obvious that solutions to these constraints will corre-
spond (by dimensional reduction) to maximal gauged supergravities in six dimensions
[6], because for that theory the embedding tensor belongs to the 144+1 representa-
tion of the SO(5, 5) duality group. A particular solution is obtained by restricting
θm
α to the unique component that is invariant under the diagonal SO(5) subgroup
of SO(5) × SO(5) ⊂ SO(5, 5). The assignment of θmα with respect to SO(5) follows
from the observation that the vector and spinor representations decompose according
to 10→ 5+ 5 and 16→ 1+ 5+ 10, respectively. This leads to one singlet for θmα in
view of the fact that θm
α is traceless upon contracting with SO(5, 5) gamma matrices.
This particular choice for the embedding tensor must thus be related by dimensional
reduction to the six-dimensional SO(5) gauging [14] (which in turn can be obtained by
dimensional reduction from a seven-dimensional gauging). It corresponds to a gauging
of CSO(5, 0, 1). Indeed, the embedding tensor in the previous subsection contains pre-
cisely one SO(5) singlet (under SO(5) the 21 representation of SO(6) decomposes into
15+ 5+ 1), corresponding to p = 5, q = 0 and r = 1. This gauging involves 10 gauge
fields associated with SO(5) and 5 extra gauge fields from the 10+2 representation.
Obviously, there are also gaugings in which the embedding tensor has nonvanishing
components in both the 45+4 and the 144+1 representations. According to (2.24) this
implies the additional identities,
θmn θn
α = 0 , θmn θkα (Γmn)α
β = 0 , (6.17)
among the different components of ΘM
α. These gaugings will include, for example,
the theories obtained by a two-fold Scherk-Schwarz reduction from seven dimensional
supergravity.
Finally, let us briefly consider the class of gaugings that include gauge group gen-
erators from the 16+3 representation, so that the gauge group is contained in the
conjugate extension of SO(5, 5) × SO(1, 1) to a maximal subgroup of E6(6). Accord-
ing to table (6.12), allowed embedding tensors have now components in the 10−2, the
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16−5, and the 120−2 representations. A gauging of the first type is parametrized by a
constant vector θm with nontrivial components,
Θm
kl = δ[km θ
l] , Θm
0 ∝ θm , Θα β ∝ θm (Γm)αβ ,
Zm0 = −Z0m ∝ θm , (6.18)
in ΘM
α and ZMN .7 The quadratic constraint (2.24) is then equivalent to the condition
θmθm = 0, which does admit nontrivial real solutions. Every lightlike vector θm thus
defines a viable gauging that involves only two tensor fields Bµν 0 and θ
mBµν m.
An embedding tensor in the 16−5 representation is parametrized by a spinor θα
which induces the components
Θmα = (Γm)αβ θ
β , Z0α = − Zα0 ∝ θα , (6.19)
showing that the quadratic constraint (2.24) is automatically satisfied. These gaug-
ings constitute a new class of abelian gaugings that involve vector fields exclusively
from the 10+2 and only two tensor fields, Bµν 0 and θ
αBµν α. In fact, they have a
geometrical interpretation originating from type-IIB RR-flux compactifications on a
five-torus T 5. To work out this relation, representations are further decomposed under
the group SL(5,R) × SO(1, 1), associated to the metric moduli of T 5 and the Cartan
subgroup of the ten-dimensional SL(2,R) duality group, respectively. This SO(1, 1) is
a combination of the two SO(1, 1) factors appearing in SL(5,R)×SO(1, 1)×SO(1, 1) ⊂
SO(5, 5)× SO(1, 1). The embedding tensor θα then gives rise to three irreducible com-
ponents 10+1, 5+2, 10, corresponding to a three-form, a one-form, and a five-form
RR-flux, respectively
∂[ΛC
(2)
ΣΓ] ∝ θΛΣΓ , ∂ΛC(0) ∝ θΛ , ∂[ΛC(4)ΣΓ∆Π] ∝ ǫΛΣΓ∆Π θ , (6.20)
where indices Λ,Σ, . . . refer to coordinates on the five-torus and C(0), C(2), and C(4)
denote the RR-fields in ten dimensions. After gauge fixing, the vector fields can be
assigned the representations
(B
(2)
µΛ , G
Λ
µ) = 5−1 + 50 ⊂ 10+2 , (C(4)µΛΣΓ, C(2)µΣ) = 100 + 5+1 ⊂ 16−1 . (6.21)
From (6.19) it follows, that scalars in the presence of these fluxes couple only to
graviphotons GΛµ and vector fields originating from the NSNS two form B
(2). The
two tensor fields in turn descend from B(2) and C(2). Details can be worked out along
the lines of [9].
7Note that in Θα β the index α couples to vector fields in the 16−1 while the index β couples to
generators in the 16+3.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper we presented deformations of maximally supersymmetric D = 5 super-
gravity induced by gauge interactions. No other supersymmetric deformations of this
theory are expected to exist. The deformed theory is described by the Lagrangian (5.15)
together with the supersymmetry transformation rules (5.5). This Lagrangian gives a
uniform description of all possible deformations in a manifestly E6(6)-covariant frame-
work. It couples vector fields in the 27 and tensor fields in the 27 representation of
E6(6), which in an intricate way transform under vector and tensor gauge transforma-
tions according to (3.1) and (3.6), respectively. As a result the number of degrees of
freedom is always consistent with supersymmetry.
The gauging is entirely encoded in the constant embedding tensor ΘM
α which
belongs to the 351 representation of E6(6) and satisfies the quadratic constraint (2.24).
It describes the coupling of vector fields to gauge group generators (2.1) and implies the
existence of an (antisymmetric) metric ZMN that serves as a metric for the first-order
kinetic term of the two-form tensor fields (3.11), which is accompanied by Chern-Simons
terms. Also the tensor gauge transformations depend on the tensor ZMN . In contrast
to the ungauged theory [1], the Lagrangian of the gauged supergravity combines both
the vector fields and their dual tensor fields, where the embedding tensor projects out
those vector and tensor fields that actually participate in the gauging. This formulation
admits a smooth limit g → 0 back to the ungauged theory. In section 6.1, we have
discussed the form of the Lagrangian (5.15) after a specific gauge choice which fixes the
freedom of tensor gauge transformations by eliminating part of the vector fields and
explicitly breaks the E6(6) covariance. Previous constructions of gauged supergravities
in five dimensions have been obtained in this special gauge [2, 5], with the exception of
the work described in [15], where a variety of vector-tensor dualities is applied in the
presence of Stueckelberg-type vectors.
The universal formulation of the five-dimensional gauged supergravity shows a
strong similarity with the formulation of the three-dimensional gauged supergravi-
ties [16]. In three dimensions, the relevant duality relates scalar and vector fields and
the ungauged theory is formulated entirely in terms of scalar fields. The general gauged
theory on the other hand combines the complete scalar sector and the dual vector fields.
The latter satisfy first-order field equations and do not carry additional degrees of free-
dom. The gauged Lagrangian is manifestly E8(8) covariant and the embedding tensor
is a symmetric matrix in the 1+3875 representation that projects out the vector fields
that actually participate in the gauging. In close analogy to the five-dimensional case,
it describes the coupling of vector fields to symmetry generators and simultaneously
serves as a metric for the first-order kinetic term of the vector fields, which here is a
standard Chern-Simons term.
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In all spacetime dimensions the embedding tensor is subject to a linear representa-
tion constraint, required by supersymmetry, and a quadratic constraint to ensure the
closure of the gauge algebra. As far as we know, there are no other conditions to ensure
the consistency, irrespective of the spacetime dimension. In a forthcoming paper [17]
we will analyze the four-dimensional gaugings and present a similar result. In this case
there are no vector-tensor dualities, but one has to deal with electric/magnetic dual-
ity. Although the details are quite different and the group-theoretical analysis proceeds
along different lines, the final result is qualitatively the same and one obtains a uniform
Lagrangian with the possible gaugings encoded in an embedding tensor transforming
in the 912 representation of E7(7).
We expect this pattern to persist in higher spacetime dimensions as well. For
higher dimensions, one has, however, to cope with a larger variety of tensor fields.
While the duality group E11−D(11−D) becomes more simple, so that the group theory
analysis becomes more straightforward, the structure of the field representation be-
comes more complicated. In this respect the seven-dimensional maximal supergravity
theories are an interesting testing ground. Here the relevant duality relates two- and
three-form tensors and the ungauged theory is formulated entirely in terms of the two-
form fields [18]. In analogy to the three-dimensional scenario and the five-dimensional
scenario presented here, one thus expects a universal Lagrangian for the general seven-
dimensional gauged maximal supergravities that combines the two-form fields with
their dual three-form tensors. Both these tensors should be subject to tensor gauge
transformations to ensure the correct number of degrees of freedom. The embedding
tensor in seven dimensions contains the 15 representation of E4(4) = SL(5) [6] and may
act as a (symmetric) metric for a first-order kinetic term of the 3-rank tensor fields.
The latter transform in the 5 representation. This particular embedding tensor leads
to all the CSO(p, q, r) gaugings with p + q + r = 5. Gauge-fixing the rank-3 tensor
gauge invariance will reproduce the known form [3] of the gauged theory which no
longer admits a smooth limit g → 0 to the ungauged theory.
However, from the existence of certain Scherk-Schwarz reductions from eight-dimen-
sional supergravity, one deduces that the embedding tensor should in general belong
to the 15 + 40 representation, so that the assignment originally proposed in [6] will
be too restrictive. This extension of the embedding tensor induces a coupling between
the vector fields and 2-and 3-rank tensor fields, based on a nontrivial extension of
the tensor-vector gauge invariances discussed in this paper. It should be possible
to incorporate these gaugings in the context of a universal Lagrangian of the type
discussed in this paper. We will report on this theory and related issues elsewhere [19].
Finally, one may wonder what the physical significance could be of the extra ten-
sor fields that one needs for incorporating certain gaugings in a U-duality covariant
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way. From an M-theory perspective the supergravity fields couple to U-duality repre-
sentations of BPS states and this coupling may induce the gauging. Obviously, such
couplings could involve certain supergravity fields which will not necessarily describe
dynamical degrees of freedom and which could be dropped in the limit of vanishing
gauge coupling constant. All of this is reminiscent of the arguments leading to BPS-
extended supergravity, which were presented some time ago [20, 21]. We expect that
the universal Lagrangian constructed here may well have a role to play in this context.
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